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Intro 
1 Corinthians 6:3 
Do you not know 

that we shall judge angels? 
How much more, 

things that pertain to this life? 
And it is easier for heaven and earth 

to pass away 
than for one tittle of the law to fail. 

Luke 16:17 
 

1º Verse 
I’m from the court of Law 

I came to put a wall 
to protect from the Lord 

don’t get wrong y’all 
that’s Baal 

el Señor (H1168) 
this is real, read some more… 
lack of knowledge, atrae al 

Destructor 
(Hosea 4:6) 

brake the wall 
they built around your 

mind and heart 
disCERN what they have in store… 

(The CERN) 
why is Wall Mart closing Stores? 

Martial Law 
following the traMp’s laW 

that’s the Whore 
the Law of the 

Most High they ignore 
Stan: 

Look if it makes you feel any better 
the Apocalypse is coming soon 

bury your gold… 
you’ve been buying gold right? 

What’s the point of gaining gold 
if you are spiritually poor 

blind, paraplegic on the floor 
unable to find the door 

sordo, no puede 
escuchar al Buen Pastor 

sin Fe, se encuentra lejos del favor 
en dirección hacia el pavor 

Prince, en el Elevador 
cayendo hacia el terror 

ya es tiempo de abandonar el error 
seguir al vencedor 

listen to the call 
the salt in every religion is dull 

lawlessness has entered every hall 
that’s why their gonna fall in a hole 
following a fallen angel on the run 

all revolving around the Sun 
instead of the Son 

como Mason 
putting blindfolds on 

desde la iniciación 
provided by Jahbulon 

the python, God of Babylon. 
 

Chorus x2 
The Law is against 

whoever doesn’t have the Son 
give honor to the One 

and only Judge 
HaAdon | האדון 

your God is done 
the discussion of the Lawyer won 

the Accuser’s wrong 
the Witness is ready to go on… 

 
2º Verse 

Alright the court is in session 
get ready to be on detention 
in a Limbo, like in the movie 

“Inception” 
because of the reception 
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of the deception 
as the Salvation without Justification 

but only condemnation 
now pay attention 

here comes the redemption 
how is that for confirmation 

later comes the invasion 
to make the proclamation, 

my intention 
bring you closer to the Revelation 

you’re on the wrong direction 
about to enter an 

alternate dimension 
is not an invention 
so is my obligation 

to expose the intentions 
of the few to rule over the Nations 
using war, hunger and infestations 

this is the ManYFeStation 
there’s not a thing 

you cant do about it, 
but to kill my body 

never my spirit 
reason why real people feel it 

cause when they listen they hear it 
I’m coming to seal it 

you better get a ticket 
listen to your conscience 

Jiminy Cricket. 
 

Chorus x2 
The Law is against 

whoever doesn’t have the Son 
give honor to the One 

and only Judge 
HaAdon | האדון 

your God is done 
the discussion of the Lawyer won 

the Accuser’s wrong 
the Witness is ready to go on… 

 
3º Verse 

I pronounce you guilty 
but I should call you filthy 

receiving the 666 
at the end of 50 

comes the Jubilee 
an eternity for me 

punishment for thee 
not a life sentence 

instead eternal repentance 
filled with sorrow 

today and tomorrow 
since you heart was hollow 

your desire shallow 
the Lier who you follow 

“Rosemary’s Baby”, Mia Farrow 
remember, your life is borrowed 

when over 
what do you think will follow? 

whatever 
your door is Wide, mine is Narrow 

I’m the Bow, you’re the Arrow 
wake up, get out 

“The Truman Show” 
it’s True, Man! 

Yo, hear the ringing sound 
Bel is going down 

Last Round starting now 
the End of the N.W.O. 

your soul they’re trying to own 
you shall reap what you have sown 

I hope it ain’t thorns 
this body is just a loan 

he who’s free of sin 
throw the first stone 

as written in John 
so with a sling 

I throw the song that I sing 
like David the King 
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in the Name of the Son 
who took away my sin 

the CornerStone 
about to descend from the mount 

coming down from the throne 
viene el fin del Dragón 
destroy the kingdom 

Satan is sitting on 
establish the reign of Yahweh 

HaAdon 
after having trodden 
the winepress alone 

burn the Enemy, the Little Horn 
in Armageddon. 

 
Chorus x2 

The Law is against 
whoever doesn’t have the Son 

give honor to the One 
and only Judge 
HaAdon | האדון 

your God is done 
the discussion of the Lawyer won 

the Accuser’s wrong 
the Witness is ready to go on… 

 
 


